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Abstract

Although multi-document summarisation001
(MDS) of the biomedical literature is a highly002
valuable task that has recently attracted003
substantial interest, evaluation of the quality of004
biomedical summaries lacks consistency and005
transparency. In this paper, we examine the006
summaries generated by two current models in007
order to understand the deficiencies of existing008
evaluation approaches in the context of the009
challenges that arise in the MDS task. Based010
on this analysis, we propose a new approach011
to human evaluation and identify several012
challenges that must be overcome to develop013
effective biomedical MDS systems.014

1 Introduction015

With the number of biomedical publications dou-016

bling every two years (Cios et al., 2019), it is diffi-017

cult for medical professionals to incorporate new,018

often contradictory, evidence into their daily work,019

as it would require appraising, comparing and syn-020

thesising the outcomes of multiple primary studies021

(Sackett and Rosenberg, 1996). Systematic reviews,022

which are published for this purpose, provide only023

a partial solution, as they are very time-consuming024

to write and thus can be unavailable for newer025

clinical questions or quickly become outdated. In026

this context, the ability to automatically summarise027

evidence from multiple studies is of high practi-028

cal importance. The task, however, is more chal-029

lenging than general multi-document summarisa-030

tion (MDS), as the summaries must correctly draw031

conclusions based on often contradictory studies,032

and aggregate details such as groups of patients or033

names and doses of treatments, in addition to deal-034

ing with often-cited difficulties posed by biomed-035

ical text such as complex lexical and semantic re-036

lationships between concepts (Plaza et al., 2011).037

Though recent approaches to biomedical summari-038

sation acknowledge the additional challenges of the039

task and try to incorporate some domain-specific040

knowledge to deal with them (Wallace et al., 2021; 041

Shah et al., 2021; DeYoung et al., 2021), we still 042

lack a solid understanding of how well the current 043

models are able to do that, how useful the generated 044

summaries are, or how to measure our progress. 045

In this paper, we propose a systematic approach 046

to human evaluation of biomedical summaries, and 047

apply it to analyse the summaries generated by two 048

state-of-art systems. We examine the common er- 049

rors in generated summaries and the correlation 050

of automatic metrics such as ROUGE (Lin, 2004) 051

with our evaluation results. We choose summari- 052

sation models proposed by DeYoung et al. (2021), 053

as they not only demonstrate the abilities of end- 054

to-end neural models, but also incorporate domain- 055

specific knowledge such as entity prompts. 056

The contributions of this paper are as follows: 057

(1) We propose a new approach to human evalu- 058

ation of biomedical summaries based on binary 059

categorical ratings, which ensures that the results 060

are interpretable, reliable and easily reproducible 061

by non-expert annotators. (2) We show that current 062

approaches to summarisation suffer from excessive 063

copying from the prompt and an inability to aggre- 064

gate important details from primary studies. (3) 065

We show that automatic metrics such as ROUGE 066

cannot reliably distinguish between factual and er- 067

roneous summaries. (4) We suggest several reasons 068

which may explain the poor summarisation perfor- 069

mance, and show that it is necessary to redefine 070

our approaches to biomedical MDS. Though our 071

focus is on the biomedical field, we raise some is- 072

sues common to cross-domain summarisation, and 073

propose a consistent approach to human evalua- 074

tion and error classification which can be easily 075

transferred to other domains. 076

2 Related studies and motivation 077

Although the importance of MDS in the biomedical 078

domain was recognised around 20 years ago with 079

studies such as McKeown et al. (1998) and Becher 080
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et al. (2002) defining some requirements and oper-081

ations specific to biomedical summarisation (e.g.082

the ability to resolve contradicting statements), un-083

til recently there have been few end-to-end sys-084

tems (e.g. PERSIVAL (Elhadad et al., 2005)) due085

to the complexity of the task. In the last few years,086

apart from several shared tasks and challenges ded-087

icated to multi-answer biomedical summarisation,088

including MEDIQA 2021 (Ben Abacha et al., 2021)089

and BIOASQ (Nentidis et al., 2021), several major090

threads of research have emerged. Wallace et al.091

(2021) and DeYoung et al. (2021) incorporate entity092

and discourse level prompts into their end-to-end093

neural summarisation models. Shah et al. (2021) re-094

vived the idea of symbolic MDS (Radev and McK-095

eown, 1998) by combining a deterministic content096

plan with a pre-trained language model. Here, we097

are particularly interested in the model by DeY-098

oung et al. (2021) as it reflects the setting of sum-099

marisation systems “in the wild”: their input is all100

clinical trials cited by a systematic review rather101

than a sample of trials which the review was based102

on (Wallace et al., 2021) or a curated list of trials103

relevant to the summary (Shah et al., 2021).104

In terms of evaluation metrics, there has been a105

growing awareness of the inability of ROUGE to106

reflect the factual accuracy of summaries, so some107

other automatic metrics, including inference-based108

(Maynez et al., 2020) and question-answering-109

based methods (Chen et al., 2018; Wang et al.,110

2020) have been proposed. There have also been111

attempts to make the human evaluation more ob-112

jective and systematic by defining linguistically113

grounded error categories and evaluation criteria114

(Huang et al., 2020; Pagnoni et al., 2021). In the115

biomedical domain, although there are some new116

automatic measures proposed, such as Aggregation117

Cognisance (Shah et al., 2021) — which measures118

the ability of the model to recognize if the input119

texts are in agreement or contradiction — and ∆EI120

(DeYoung et al., 2021) — which reflects the align-121

ment of summaries in terms of direction of their122

findings — human evaluation has been primarily123

done using the Likert scale (Wallace et al., 2021;124

Shah et al., 2021), which makes it difficult to re-125

produce and interpret. In this work we aim to close126

this gap by establishing a more reliable, grounded127

and objective human evaluation framework and128

showing its application by assessing the summaries129

generated by the state-of-the-art MDS system of130

DeYoung et al. (2021).131

3 Summarisation models 132

The models we evaluate were trained on a large- 133

scale dataset comprising 20K systematic reviews 134

and 470K primary studies developed by DeYoung 135

et al. (2021). The conclusions, taken from the ab- 136

stract of the review, are the target for the summari- 137

sation. The input consists of a prompt in form of 138

the Background section of the systematic review, 139

and the abstracts of up to 25 studies cited in the re- 140

view. As the prompt (Background) describes the re- 141

view’s objective, the task is similar to query-based 142

summarisation, but with an extensive prompt. 143

We use the two summarisation models explored 144

in DeYoung et al. (2021): BART (Lewis et al., 145

2020) and LongFormer (Beltagy et al.). Both mod- 146

els are similar in architecture but differ in their 147

approach to handling long input sequences: for 148

LongFormer (LED henceforth) Background is con- 149

catenated with all studies and encoded together 150

before feeding to the decoder, while for BART 151

each study is concatenated with Background and 152

encoded separately; then their encodings are con- 153

catenated together and fed to the decoder. To adapt 154

the models to the biomedical domain, the authors 155

decorate the inputs by adding special tags around 156

PICO (Richardson et al., 1995) elements, namely 157

<pop>, <int>, <out> , and also by marking the dif- 158

ferent sections such as Background. 159

4 Evaluation process and criteria 160

We sampled 100 reviews each from test summaries 161

generated by BART- and LongFormer (LED) based 162

models. To evaluate them in a more systematic 163

manner, we define the following quality dimensions 164

which capture both factuality and fluency: 165

4.1 Factuality 166

Though factual errors are often attributed to hallu- 167

cinations (when the model generates entities not 168

present in the source), they can also be due to other 169

reasons, such as omission of important details, in- 170

correct order of tokens or syntactic relations be- 171

tween them. Rather than classify the factuality 172

errors by their reason, however, we treat the sum- 173

maries as a combination of important biomedical 174

entities and the relations between them, and define 175

the quality dimensions related to them as follows: 176

PICO correctness 177

The PICO (Patient/problem, Intervention, 178

Comparison, Outcome) scheme captures the 179
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most important entities for answering biomedical180

questions (Richardson et al., 1995), such as "Does181

the acupunture (intevention) help to decrease182

inter-ocular pressure (outcome) in patients with183

glaucoma (patient)?". We consider a generated184

summary to be correct from the point of view185

of PICO when it mentions the same patient186

population, intervention and outcome (in the same187

lexical form or paraphrased) as the original sum-188

mary.1 When doing so, we apply strict restrictions189

regarding the semantic hierarchy of PICO concepts190

in the generated and target summaries: if one of the191

concepts is a hypernym of another (for example,192

acetaminophen and analgetics), we consider it to193

be a factual error, as the findings of clinical trials194

should not be generalized or narrowed to other195

intervention types, patient groups, or outcomes.196

It should be noted that though the PICO schema197

is more applicable to treatment trials, we apply198

these categories more broadly, as there are also199

clinical trials related to diagnostics, risk factors,200

biomarkers etc.2201

Direction correctness202

Lehman et al. (2019) defined three directions of the203

intervention’s effect with regards to the outcome:204

significantly increases, significantly decreases and205

no significant difference. We keep this three-way206

classification, but redefine it as positive effect, neg-207

ative effect, or no effect, which allows us to judge208

based on the semantics and sentiment orientation209

of expression rather than the surface form. As an210

example, consider the following:211

• Generated: NIV is associated with an im-212

provement in mortality.213

• Target: NIV had great advantage... in reduc-214

ing mortality.215

If we follow the classification proposed by216

Lehman et al. (2019), these summaries have dif-217

ferent directions in relation to "mortality" ("im-218

provement" shows the direction of increases, while219

"reducing" has the direction of decreases), thus the220

generated summary would be erroneously consid-221

ered wrong. The proposed classification of pos-222

itive/negative/no effect avoids that, capturing the223

1Following Nye et al. (2018), we omit the Comparison
(alternative intervention), as it is often a no-treatment control
which is implied rather then mentioned explicitly.

2For example, in a study examining risk factors influencing
poor response to a treatment, such risk factors as young age,
rather than the treatment itself, are interventions, while the
therapy response is the outcome.

semantic orientation rather than literal meaning, 224

similar to aspect-based sentiment analysis (Liu, 225

2012). It also more naturally extends to situations 226

where the intervention does not directly affect the 227

outcomes (so that no increase or decrease is possi- 228

ble), such as when we talk about the effectiveness 229

of a diagnostics method, and to other clinical ques- 230

tion types. For example, we assign the positive 231

label if the review identifies the optimal interven- 232

tion (Which intervention works best?), negative if 233

it shows the most undesired intervention (What are 234

the most important risk factors?), and no effect if 235

such interventions cannot be identified. 236

Modality 237

As a linguistic category, modality reflects the pos- 238

sibility of a proposition (i.e. X might increase Y 239

vs. X increases Y), but here we define it in a more 240

pragmatic way to denote how certain we are of 241

available evidence and thus how strong our claim 242

is. In particular, we define we following levels 243

of certainty: strong claim, moderate claim, weak 244

claim. There are also two labels for statements 245

where there author cannot draw any conclusions 246

based on the evidence available to them (no evi- 247

dence) or when the statement is descriptive and 248

does not contain any claims regarding the direction 249

of effect (no claim). Below we briefly describe the 250

ways the modality is expressed: 251

Strong claim: these claims are modified by 252

strengthening expressions such as remarkably or 253

considerably: MSC infiltrations... [lead] to an 254

overall remarkable improvement. The author can 255

also directly appeal to the quality of available evi- 256

dence: High-quality evidence indicates that diet... 257

can reduce the risk of excessive GWG. 258

Moderate claim: this is usually an unmodified 259

proposition, such as Warming-up before an opera- 260

tive procedure improves a trainee’s... performance. 261

Weak claim: such statement can be hedged in 262

multiple ways including modal verbs (e.g. may), 263

introductory clauses (It appears that...), or adverbs 264

(likely). However, the author can directly comment 265

on the reliability of evidence (There is initial evi- 266

dence supporting the effectiveness), discrepancy of 267

the results (denosumab... has shown a positive but 268

variable histological response), or the limited ap- 269

plicability of findings (HBMS programmes... have 270

short-term beneficial effect). 271

No evidence: there is either no primary evidence 272

regarding the clinical question, or no conclusions 273

can be drawn from it on account of its low quality 274
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or conflicting results. These statements are usually275

introduced by such clauses as There is insufficient276

evidence to support....277

No claim: a summary can mention the clinical278

question, but make no statements regarding the279

effect of the intervention: [This] is the first system-280

atic review to assess the effect of inhaled steroids281

on growth in children with asthma..282

It should be noted that modality is different from283

statistical significance of an intervention’s effect,284

which is captured by direction. For example, even285

if a clinical trial has a statistically significant effect,286

we can be uncertain of its results due to bias in287

the cohort, e.g. a small sample size. In the case288

of MDS, even if each of the underlying studies289

has shown a significant effect, their direction can290

be contradictory, which results in the no evidence291

judgement. On the other hand, we can be very292

certain that an intervention does not have any ef-293

fect (There is ... strong evidence of no significant294

difference between acupuncture and sham acupunc-295

ture). Probably the most important distinction to296

make here is between cases where we have no evi-297

dence (There is insufficient evidence to determine298

whether... LCPUFA improves... growth of preterm299

infants) vs where we have enough evidence to state300

that there is no effect (no clear long-term benefits301

or harms were demonstrated for preterm infants302

receiving LCPUFA).3303

The reason we include modality as a separate304

evaluation aspect is that it reflects the quality of the305

evidence and its potential usefulness to the med-306

ical professionals; thus, if primary studies report307

that a treatment may work, we do not want their308

summary to assert that the treatment works. Like-309

wise, if it is impossible to aggregate the evidence310

with any certainty, the summary must state that the311

current evidence is insufficient rather than draw a312

particular conclusion. In this respect, modality is313

related to the newly-introduced category of scien-314

tific ignorance (Boguslav et al., 2021)) as it helps315

to evaluate the state of our knowledge regarding a316

particular clinical question.317

4.2 Fluency318

Errors in this category can make it difficult to read319

and understand the summary, but do not affect its320

3One simple test to distinguish them is that we can add a
modality-modifying expression on top of the no effect state-
ment (Long-chain omega-3 probably has... no effect on new
neurocognitive outcomes), while it is impossible to do this for
no evidence or no claim propositions which already express
the modality.

meaning. 321

Grammatical correctness 322

This category includes morphology and syntax 323

mistakes, such as incorrect verb form or clause 324

structure, but also lexical mistakes (incorrect word 325

choice) leading to grammar errors. For example, a 326

phrase the is instead of there is would be classified 327

as a grammar rather than lexical error. 328

Lexical correctness 329

This category is for spelling mistakes which do not 330

affect grammar and meaning. 331

Absence of repetition 332

Neural summarisation systems commonly gener- 333

ate repetitive content, which can affect fluency to 334

the point of unintelligibility. Here, repetitions are 335

regarded as a fluency mistake only when they do 336

not make the sentence factually or grammatically 337

incorrect. 338

4.3 Evaluation process and reliability 339

We judged each pair of target and generated sum- 340

maries as correct or wrong based on the categories 341

outlined above.4 To be considered valid, the sum- 342

mary must be correct across all these dimensions; 343

to be considered useful or factually correct, it must 344

be aligned with the target summary in the first three 345

dimensions. 346

Although it might seem that some errors are 347

“worse” than others (e.g. completely mixing up the 348

interventions can seem to be a more severe mistake 349

than mentioning a more generic concept), we treat 350

the errors as binary. The reason behind this is two- 351

fold: first, it allows us to decompose the complex 352

task of human evaluation into a series of pairwise 353

yes/no decisions and thus make it easier and more 354

objective (similar to what is already a standard prac- 355

tice in human evaluation of biomedical machine 356

translation (Jimeno Yepes et al., 2017)); second, we 357

argue that the “minor” errors are more dangerous 358

in practice: while a completely irrelevant answer 359

is likely to be spotted as incorrect by a medical 360

professional, a tiny mistake in the summary can 361

go unnoticed and thus the conclusions can be ap- 362

plied to a different situation than intended or with 363

a different degree of certainty. 364

4In cases where the target review contained several state-
ments, while the generated summary had only one proposition,
we matched it to the closest statement in the target summary;
if we required a perfect multi-proposition to multi-proposition
match, the results would have been much poorer.
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PICO Direction Modality Grammar Lexical Non-redundancy Factually correct Overall

Agreement 87% 83% 84% 86% 98% 95% 94% 89%
Gwet’s AC1 0.80 0.70 0.77 0.75 0.97 0.95 0.93 0.82

Fleiss’ κ 0.66 0.62 0.67 0.60 0.93 0.88 0.86 0.73

Table 1: Inter-annotator agreement by category.

To assess the robustness of our evaluation crite-365

ria, we asked five additional annotators, only one366

of whom was a medical professional, to evaluate367

the quality of 40 generated summaries. The details368

of evaluation process together with the annotation369

instructions and metrics used can be found in A.370

Table 1 presents the average agreement between371

each of five annotators and the expert (in terms of372

percentage of agreement and Gwet’s AC1), as well373

as Fleiss’ κ for all six annotators. In general, we374

found high agreement of annotators with the expert,375

and substantial agreement between all annotators,376

which is remarkable considering the difficulty of377

the task and the size of the raters group. Most of the378

mistakes were not systematic, though some annota-379

tors struggled to differentiate between no evidence380

and no effect statements. Despite some discrepancy381

in the category-level annotation, when we aggre-382

gate the scores across the first three categories to383

determine if a summary is factual, the results are384

highly reliable, with almost perfect agreement with385

the expert and strong agreement among annota-386

tors, which shows that our method can be used to387

robustly evaluate the usability of summaries.388

5 Results389

5.1 Correctness by category390

As shown in Table 2, less than 5% of generated391

summaries did not have any errors; even if we392

disregard the fluency errors, only around 10% of393

summaries are factually correct and thus usable.394

Overall, the generated summaries are quite fluent,395

with surprisingly low redundancy; it is the factual396

accuracy, especially in terms of PICO and modality,397

that is problematic.398

5.1.1 PICO399

Among the PICO categories, Intervention is the400

most problematic, while Patient is usually gener-401

ated correctly (Table 3). Below we outline some402

typical PICO errors:403

More narrow concepts in the generated sum-404

mary, usually copied from the primary studies:405

women with pre-eclampsia instead of women as406

Patient, robocat instead of companion-type robots 407

as Intervention, preventing HPV 16/18 instead of 408

preventing HPV as Outcome. 409

More generic concepts in the generated sum- 410

mary, usually copied from the Background. For 411

example, the generated summary mentions topi- 412

cal agents, while the review deals specifically with 413

their innovative reformulation; the review is about 414

a particular drug (nedocromil sodium) while the 415

generated summary mentions the drug category 416

(inhaled corticosteroids). 417

Incorrect elements copied as Intervention and 418

Outcome: the generated summary is about the 419

effect of laxatives on constipation, while the review 420

examines the effect of constipation on physical and 421

mental well-being. In some cases, the elements are 422

correct, but the relation between them is reversed: 423

a review studies whether depressive symptoms lead 424

to sleep disturbances, while the generated summary 425

is about the effect of insomnia on depression. 426

Hallucinated elements: surprisingly, some in- 427

correct PICO elements have the same stem as the 428

correct ones: developing countries instead of devel- 429

oped countries and congenital hypothyroxinaemia 430

instead of congenital hypothyroidism , which seems 431

to be due to generating a more prominent candidate 432

continuation in a multi-token entity. 433

5.1.2 Direction 434

We calculate the direction accuracy only for the 435

samples where the consistency of direction can be 436

reliably determined, that is, where none of the two 437

summaries have no evidence or no claim modality. 438

Remarkably, if we keep the direction separate from 439

modality, the performance for this category is quite 440

good, which shows that getting the semantic orien- 441

tation of the proposition right is relatively easy if 442

the model is certain enough to make a statement. 443

However, the confusion matrix for this category 444

(Figure 1) shows that both high accuracy of this 445

category and the highest number of mistakes can be 446

attributed to the overwhelming presence of findings 447

with the positive direction in the data. Therefore, 448

the “easiness” of this dimension is not because the 449

models learns to correctly capture the direction 450
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PICO Direction Modality Grammar Lexical Non-redundancy Factually correct Fully correct

BART 45% 77% 45% 75% 69% 85% 9% 3%
LED 40% 75% 44% 63% 73% 89% 8% 4%

Table 2: Correctness by category.

Patient Intervention Outcome Fully correct

BART 83% 66% 79% 45%
LED 86% 63% 68% 40%

Table 3: Correctness by PICO element type.

of primary studies, but rather because the default451

positive direction is most often correct due to the452

specifics of clinical questions.453

Figure 1: Direction of the generated vs target sum-
maries.

5.1.3 Modality454

In contrast to the previous category, the models455

produce more varied content in terms of Modal-456

ity, which reflects a less skewed distribution in the457

data (see Figure 2). Though there is still a clear458

“majority” category (moderate claim), most of the459

errors are not due to generating too many moder-460

ate claims. In fact, for both BART and LED the461

most common problem is generating no evidence462

sentences instead of moderate and weak claims; for463

LED, there is also a good proportion of errors due464

to not making any claim at all. Interestingly, the465

number of times when the adjacent categories were466

mixed up (weak ↔ moderate, moderate ↔ strong)467

is lower than number of mistakes due to confusing468

quite distinct categories of no evidence/no claim469

and moderate evidence. Thus, even though the470

models sometimes correctly pick up cues showing471

weakness of evidence or its moderate quality, they472

often “give up” on trying to make any conclusion.473

This is especially true for LED, which generates474

substantially more no claim summaries than BART.475

Figure 2: Modality of generated vs. target summaries.

5.1.4 Grammatical and spelling errors 476

The mistakes in these categories are quite uniform 477

in the sense that they seem to be an artefact of tok- 478

enization and decoding. For example, the vast ma- 479

jority of spelling errors are due to incorrect merging 480

of subwords including the article The at the begin- 481

ning of a sentence, for example TheCLUSIONS 482

instead of The CONCLUSIONS. The grammar mis- 483

takes are also usually caused by incorrect token The 484

at the initial position: The is insufficient evidence, 485

though some other errors occur at this position: 486

There systematic review of strategies. 487

5.1.5 Repetitions 488

Contrary to our expectations, the amount of repe- 489

titions was small, so it is difficult to make conclu- 490

sions regarding their patterns. However, there was 491

a tendency to include prominent tokens, often para- 492

phrased, both in the outcome and patient ‘slots’, 493

which sometimes led to redundancy: acupuncture 494

for LBP in patients with chronic low back pain 495

5.2 A closer look at the output 496

How much is copied from the Background? 497

As the evaluation results in the previous section 498

were discouraging, we found it necessary to ex- 499

amine the way summary were generated. Upon 500

further analysis, the majority (91% for BART and 501

85% for LED%) of the generated summaries are 502

very similar in content to the Background section 503

of the systematic review, which is supposed to con- 504

tain a prompt for the model rather the content to 505

be actually summarised. More specifically, they 506
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Target Partial replacement using both classes of scaffolds achieves significant and encouraging improved clinical results when compared with
baseline values or with controls when present

Background We systematically review the literature on clinical outcomes following partial meniscal replacement using different scaffolds.
BART This is the first systematic review of the literature on the clinical outcomes following meniscectomy using different scaffolds.

LED The is the first systematic review to evaluate the clinical outcomes following meniscectomy using different scaffolds.

Table 4: Copying from the objectives statement. Directly copied words are in bold, while paraphrases are in italic.

Background Target
R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L

BART 37.36 23.18 30.62 27.34 9.23 20.64
LED 36.61 21.93 30.05 26.98 8.84 20.39

Table 5: ROUGE scores of generated summaries against
the Background section and the correct Target summary.

copy the objectives or hypothesis sentence with507

various degree of paraphrasing. A typical example508

of such copying is provided in table 4; though some509

paraphrasing is present, the generated summaries510

do not contain any information which cannot be511

inferred from the objectives sentence. Worse of all,512

they do not answer the question but rather restate513

it (no claim). To check whether this tendency is514

present in generated summaries in general, we cal-515

culated the unigram overlap (ROUGE-1), bigram516

overlap (ROUGE-2) and the longest n-gram over-517

lap (ROUGE-L) between them and two “golden”518

summaries: the target summaries and Background519

text for all samples in the test set. As can be seen520

from Table 5, the generated summaries are much521

closer to the Background section than to the Target522

summaries; high ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L scores523

against the Background also reflect the tendency to524

copy longer sequences literally.525

How much is copied from studies?526

Only a third of examined summaries (34% for527

BART and 30% for LED) included any details528

taken from primary studies that were meant to be529

summarised rather than from the prompt (Back-530

ground). Though this in itself is concerning, it is531

even more striking that only in 4/2 of BART/LED532

summaries the model managed to copy some use-533

ful information from the studies, whereas in the534

majority of cases copying from studies actually535

caused mistakes. These mistakes can be divided536

into two roughly equal groups: (1) the entity copied537

from the studies was too narrow, which means that538

there was no aggregation of entities across studies539

which examined different groups of patients, inter-540

ventions or outcomes.5; (2) an entity unrelated to 541

the clinical question but frequently mentioned in 542

the studies is copied.6 543

How much is hallucinated? 544

Though hallucinations are a widely known issue 545

with neural abstractive summarisation, in the data 546

we analysed less than 4% of summaries had incor- 547

rect details which could not be attributed to either 548

the prompt or the included studies. 549

Do the summaries follow the usual discourse 550

patterns? 551

Around 68% of the analysed summaries are 552

prepended by standard phrases such as This sys- 553

tematic review suggests.... To check how wide- 554

spread such phrases are in generated summaries 555

in general, we also calculate their frequency in 556

the whole test set: There is insufficient evidence 557

to support... occurs in 25%/19% of BART/LED 558

summaries; and The results of this systematic re- 559

view suggest... 15%/14% for BART/LED. As was 560

shown above in Section 5.1.3, LED makes more 561

no claim statements than BART: 12% of LED sum- 562

maries begin with The is the first systematic review, 563

while only 2% of BART summaries do so. Over- 564

all, at least 55% of all summaries have the canned 565

phrases we identified. 566

Do our metrics correlate with ROUGE scores? 567

Though we used ROUGE to determine the amount 568

of lexical overlap and copying in Section 5.2 above, 569

we do not consider it to be a reliable metric for 570

quality estimation, especially in terms of factu- 571

ality, as it does not correlate with any factuality 572

dimensions we examined or factual accuracy in 573

general. To determine whether the factually correct 574

summaries had higher ROUGE scores than incor- 575

rect ones we performed a series of Student t-tests 576

5More specifically, this can be due to adding an adjective
modifier (primiparous women instead of women) or copying
one of the concept’s hyponyms (robocat instead of companion-
type robots)

6For example, a purpose of one review was to identify
dry eye symptoms rated as most uncomfortable, but as the
majority of primary studies mentioned artificial tears for treat-
ing this condition, this concept was included in the generated
summaries.
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comparing summaries with correct and incorrect577

PICO, direction and modality, as well as summaries578

with no mistakes in any of these categories versus579

summaries with at least one mistake. There was580

no statistically significant difference in terms of581

ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L scores be-582

tween correct and incorrect summaries in all of583

these tests for both BART and LED.7 As an exam-584

ple, the distribution of ROUGE-1 scores for correct585

and incorrect BART summaries is shown in Ap-586

pendix B.587

6 Discussion588

In this section we point out some issues which589

could explain the poor performance of the sum-590

marisation systems, and show how they relate to591

the principles underlying the aggregation of medi-592

cal evidence. We present these as challenges to be593

tackled in MDS system development.594

Perform multi-aspect summarisation595

A large number of reviews (around 40%) had multi-596

ple propositions, that is, sets of PICO elements and597

relationships between them. For example, a review598

can study effects of a drug in terms of different599

outcomes, and each of these outcomes can have a600

different direction and modality. As the result, we601

are dealing with multi-aspect summarisation, and602

it can be difficult for the model to correctly identify603

and reproduce several sets of prominent entities604

and relationships.605

Aggregate, don’t just summarise606

Primary studies are rarely, if ever, conducted for607

all possible groups of patients, drugs in a particu-608

lar class, or outcomes. Thus to answer a clinical609

question, we need to aggregate across such enti-610

ties. For example, if a systematic review studies611

the effects of counselling on breastfeeding rates612

across the globe, and the majority of underlying613

studies mention "developing countries" while other614

refer to specific locations such as "Baltimore", the615

generated summary can have a narrower Patient616

group than it should. Similarly, if primary stud-617

ies examine the effects of different types of HPV618

vaccine (HPV-6, 11, 18 etc) for different groups of619

patients, we would need to aggregate across them620

7We performed the same experiments with BERTScore
(Zhang et al., 2020), and though it was marginally able to
differentiate between the summaries with correct and incorrect
PICO, it could not capture the direction or the modality of the
claim, so overall the results were statistically insignificant.

to be able to make conclusions about the effective- 621

ness of HPV vaccines at large. 622

Find answers even when they are not obvious 623

In many cases, the primary studies are not consider- 624

ing exactly the same question that the review needs 625

to answer. For example, the review may be about 626

the effects of depression on sleep quality, while the 627

underlying studies examine the effects of disrupted 628

sleep on depression. Sometimes the answer needs 629

to be inferred based on prior knowledge. One of 630

the reviews, for example, explored the risks of mor- 631

tality due to salmeterol, while the studies included 632

in it did not even mention mortality but rather ex- 633

amined potentially lethal side effects. 634

Learn to answer more complex questions 635

While the majority of clinical questions are in the 636

yes/no form ("Does the intervention A have an ef- 637

fect on the outcome B?"), and the model can answer 638

them by rephrasing the question, some questions 639

require more difficult operations. For example, a 640

clinical question might ask which strategy is more 641

effective for preventing asthma (which requires 642

to compare interventions), what education meth- 643

ods exist to manage hyperphosphatemia (which re- 644

quires listing different interventions), or even why 645

behavioral interventions work (which requires rea- 646

soning about various aspects of interventions). 647

7 Conclusions 648

In this research, we attempted to bring the im- 649

portance of factuality in biomedical MDS into at- 650

tention, and demonstrated that the current mod- 651

els are still unreliable in this respect. Moreover, 652

we showed that they fail to pick up and aggre- 653

gate important details from multiple documents, 654

excessively relying on the prompt. To support our 655

analysis, we established a simple and reproducible 656

human evaluation benchmark which reflects as- 657

pects of quality important for biomedical MDS 658

but can be translated into other domains. Finally, 659

we showed that the progress in biomedical MDS 660

will be limited unless we acknowledge the domain- 661

specific challenges of the task and work towards 662

overcoming them. Though we focused our efforts 663

on a particular domain, we hope that this work 664

prompts taking a closer look at the summarisation 665

results in other areas, as only objective evaluation 666

of what the models are capable of and prone to do 667

will allow us to improve them. 668
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8 Ethical considerations669

Done right, biomedical MDS can significantly fa-670

cilitate the practice of evidence-based medicine;671

done wrong, however, it creates risk of misinter-672

pretation of evidence and subsequent malpractice.673

For this reason, we argue that the factual accuracy674

of biomedical summaries should be decided on a675

rigid yes/no scale, and only the summaries match-676

ing in all details and intents should be considered677

factually correct and thus useful. In this paper we678

show that we still have a long way to go before679

biomedical summarisation systems can be reliably680

used and trusted, and highlight the importance of681

robust human evaluation in this domain.682
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A Evaluation 835

We recruited 5 volunteer annotators to evaluate the 836

correctness of generated summaries in terms of the 837

criteria we specified. Before the evaluation we did 838

a pilot round where we presented the instructions 839

and asked the annotators to judge 6 randomly se- 840

lected summaries. An excerpt from the instruction 841

and the form provided to annotators are shown in 842

Figures 3 and 5, respectively. On average, annota- 843

tors spent 30 minutes reading the instructions and 844

evaluating the pilot summaries. After providing 845

feedback, we asked them to evaluate 40 other ran- 846

domly selected summaries (20 for each of BART 847

and LED). The average reported speed of evalua- 848

tion was 2 minutes per summary. We report the 849

inter-annotator agreement for each of the evaluated 850

categories (see Table 1) using the following met- 851

rics: average accuracy-type percentage of agree- 852

ment with the expert annotator (author of the paper) 853

and the average Gwet’s AC1 score (Gwet, 2014) 854

against the expert annotator, to show how accurate 855

is the evaluation produced by annotators with min- 856

imal training, and Fleiss’ κ to show the amount 857

of disagreement between all six annotators. We 858

choose Gwet’s AC1 score rather than Coppen’s κ 859

as it is a more reliable metric for data with a strong 860

majority class as in our case, where, for instance, 861

almost all summaries have correct spelling. 862

B Distribution of ROUGE scores for 863

correct and incorrect summaries 864

The distribution of ROUGE-1 scores for generated 865

BART summaries with correct vs incorrect PICO 866

elements, direction and modality, as well as for 867

factually correct and wrong summaries, is shown 868

in Figure 6. 869
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Figure 3: Annotation instructions.
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Figure 4: Annotation instructions (cont.).

Figure 5: One of summaries provided for annotation.
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Figure 6: Distribution of ROUGE-1 scores for correct and incorrect summaries in different categories.
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